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Abstract

The author participated j-n the workshop on feedback
and synthesis of linear syst,ems in Bielefeld, Germany,

June 22 26, 1981. This report summarizes some of
the experience from that workshop.
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f. introduction

This report describes a "Joint workshop on feedback and

synthesis of linear and nonlinear systems". The linear
part of the workshop was held in Bielefeld, Germany,

June 22 - 26, while the nonlinear part was held in Rome,

Italy, June 29 - July 3, 198ì. The workshop was organized
by the "Forschungsschwerpunkt Dynamische Systeme, Universität
Bremen, Germany" and "Instituto di Automatica, Universita
di Roma, Ita'lyl It was sponsored by these two institutes
together with "Zentrum für Interdisziplinäre Forschung,

Universität Bielefeld, Germany. The scientific committee

concisted of D Hinrichsen (Bremen)" A Isidori (Rome),

A Krener (Davis), H F Mljnzner (Bremen) and D Prätzel-hlo]ters
(Bremen).

i participated in the linear part 'in Bielefeld and this
report describes that part. Section 2 contains a survey of
some of the topics and papers and section 3 contains a

schedule of speakers and subjects.

Acknowl edgements

The financial support from the conference organizers and from

Lund University is gratefulìy acknowledged
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2. A survey of some of the topics

In thj-s section I will present some of the ta1ks. The

presentation is by no means complete and necessarily
biased by my own knowledge and interests.

2.l- Problems connected to the infinite-frequencv
behavj-or of the system

Jan Willems considers systems, which are affected
by disturbances and have different measured and
controlled outputs, Dynamic feedback is allowed and

the problem is to find conditions on the system so

that the L,-norm of H__ (t) can be made arbitrarilyl- ez
smalL. Here H." (t) is the ímpulse response matrix
from the disturbance to the controlled output of
the elosed loop system. The problem i-s called "almost
disturbance decoupling with measurement feedback".
The problem is solved in terms of "almost (4, B) -
invariant subspaces", which is a high gain feedback
generalization of the usual- (4, B) -invariant subspaces.
Therefore the almost (4, B)-invariant subspaces are,
ín some sense, related to the zeros at infinity as

the (4, B) -invariant subspaces are rel-ated to the
fj-nite zeros. The theory is presented in tÌl .

The same almost invariant subspaces are useful for
solving the "slngular quadratic optímal control
problem" as presented by Silverman. A singular
quadratic performance index should be minimízed
vj-a state feedback plus dirac distribution inputs.
The basic idea is that the distrib,ution inputs
should inst,antaneously move the i-nitial state to
more favourable one without showing up in the
performance index. The distribution space is
determj-ned. via Silvermans-s structure algorithm

a

see e.g. l2l.
the structure

This algorJ-thm essentially computes
of the zeros at infinity.
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The zero structure at infinity, also called. the
latency kernel, was also dj-scussed by Heymann in
connectÍon with feedback realization añl-ffiËat
factorization problems, see [3].

Finally it should be noted that the "interactor",
d.efined. by Falb and tvolovich [4]' is a polynomical
matrix, which descrj-bes the zero st,ructure at
infinity. It is only defined for left or right
invertible systems. A more generally valid d.escription
of the zero structure at Ínfinity is found in my

own "structr.rre matrix" (calculated for an ustable
region consisting of the infinity point only). For
right, invertible systems the interactor and the
left structure matrix are each others inverses at
infinit,e frequencies.
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2.2 Root Loci

The infinite zera structure of the system also
plays an important role in the study of root loci.
Some of the branches tend to the i-nfinite zeros
when the feedback gain tends to infinity.

Owens consj-ders the linear quadratic optimal control
problem with scal-ar weighting k-l on the input.
The closed loop poles, that tend to infinity (to
the infinite zeros), as k tends to infinity are
studied. The orders, multiplicities and asymptatJ-c
directions are examined. Here the order of an infinite
zero is n if the closed loop pole goes to infinity
as kn. For more details see [1].

It is well known that the cLosed loop poles tend
to the zeros of the loop transfer matrix as the
feedback gain tends to infinity. These zeros can,
however, be placed, to some degree, by choice of
the feedback matrix. Stevens studies this zero
placement problem from a geometric point of view.
The analysis is based. on result by pyrneg-, who
also talked about these problems, see l2J.

Trentelman considers, not only the eigenvalues
of the closed loop system, but also the eigenvectors
as the feedback gain tends to infiníty. These
eigenvector are characterízed in terms of the
almost (.A', B)-invariant subspaces, see ref tll
of section 2.L.
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2.3 Systems over rinqs

A state space system, where the entries of the A, B and

c matrices belong to a ring, is called a system over a ring.

For example, a certain class of difference - different'ial

systems can be described in this way. The rìng'is then taken

to be polynomials in the de'lay operator.

Hautus "talked about genera'lization of (A' B) - invar"iant

subspaces, also called controlled inva¡iant subspaces, to

systems over rings. In this case a subspace V sat'isfying

AVcV+ imB is called a controlled invariant subspace C.I.S',
while V is a controlled invariant subspace of feedback

type C.I.S.F, if there exists an F such that (A + BF)VcV'

It is easy to show that a C.I.S.F. is always also a C'I'S'
The converse is not true. The largest C.I.S. in kerC

calledv.t can be shown to exist. Hautus examined the question

when V* is also a C.I.S"F. For a survey paper of systems

over rings see [1].

.Scþumqc,her considers continuous time systems over the ring of

polynomials in the delay operator. He has a method to

stabilize finitely many poles with controllers over the field
of reals (ì.e. the controller is an ordirìôl^Vr cont'inuous timeo

finite dimentional system). The results are presented 'in hìs

upcoming thesis [2].
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2.4 Polynomial al gebra

A few words should also be said about,Fuhrmqnn-s

polynomial approach. His starting point is a system

described in polynomial matrix form. He then constructs
a state space consisting of polynomial vectors. The

state space mappings A, B and C are constructed via
shifts and projections on the polynomial vectors. The

ideas probably come from Kahman-s module theory. The

theory is fairly abstract and very elegant. The basic

results are presented in [1] and some recent results in
lzJ. In his talk Fuhrmann used his theory to develope

some algebraic stability criteria. The results will be

publ ished later.

Fuhrmann-s approach has been used by many others. One

example is l,limn].e-r, who talked about characterizations
of polynomial matrices.
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2.5 Robust control

Ackermann considers the problem of find'ing controllers
for a fìghter aircraft. He uses a gain scheduling

technique and designs controllers for four different
f'light conditions. Each controller should sufficìent'ly
damp the poles at the flight conditions for which it is
designed. Furthermore, the configuration should be

robust in the sense that each controller should stabilize
the other flight conditions. It was pointed out to the

speaker that the problem of simultaneous stabilization has

recently been solved by Vidyasagar. ill. Ackermann-s

work is presented in [2].

A different robustness problem was presented by Jacques

t¡ljllems. He considers a linear state space system with

an additional term which is nonlinear in the state. The

nonlinearity should satisfy a conicity condition. A

linear state feedback should be found, such that the

closed loop system is stable for all nonlinearities of
admissible type. The prob'lem is c'losely related to a

stockastic stabilizabi'lity problem, see [3].
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2.6 The Bremen group session

During one late night session the organizers of the

linear part of the workshop, the Bremen group, presented

its work. The group was formed in 1976 at the university
of Bremen and consists of both mathematitians and engineers.

Li nnemann tal ked about the problem of decoupling structured
systems. A structured system is a system in state space

form where some of the entries of A, B and C are known to
be equal to zero. The admissible controllers are constant

state feedback plus constant feed forward from the command

input. A system can be decoupled if the transfer function
from the command input to the output can be made diagonal.
The problem considered is to find conditions for when a

structured system generical'ly can be decoupled. The work

is based on some decouplability results in il1.

Prätzel - ì¡Jol ters presented a canonical form for an un-

controllable pair (4, B). The canonical form resembles

Luenberger-s canonical form for controllable pairs.

A subspace V is (C, A) - invariant if there exists a K

such that (A + KC) v.v.Hi n richsen and Münzner presented a

parametrization of the (C, A) invariant subspaces of an

observable pair (C, A).

The results are not published yet, but other results by

the group can be found in t2l and t3l.
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2.7 Algorithms

it was poìnted out by many of the participants that it is
extremely important to find numerica'lly good algorithms
for system theory probìems. AB equally 'important task,'is
to present these aìgorithms in form of portable software.
The step from a numerical algorithm to a well behaving
computer program is 'long and toilsome.

LauÞ,presented a technique for computation of the solution
to a.Riccati differential (or.difference) equation. In tll
a Schur method for solving the a'lgebraic Riccati equation

is given. This was generalized to the differentiai equation.
The computations involved are a Schur decomposition of the

Hamiltonian, matrix exponentiation of triangu'lar matrices

with eigenvalues in the left half plane and a time integral
of matrix exponentials. An algorithm for the Schur

decompositìon can be found in tll. The particular matrìx

exponent'ials can be computed with the recursive formulas

[2] and the time 'integral can be computed with the algorithm
in I3l.

Eising presented an algorithm for the following problem.

Given a polynomial matrix P with linearly independent rows

and no zeros. Find a polynomial matrix Q, such that U A låT
becomes unimodul ar. Such an algorithm would be very L 'r

usefuJ, particularly if it aìso gives the'inverse of U. The

problem is reformulated as a problem in the state space

framework. The aìgorithm seems to me to be very s'im'i1ar

(maybe identica'l) to the one in [4], The drawback of the

algorithm is that it involves a transformation to Luenberger

canonical form. A related algorithm for GCD extraction can

be found in t5l.
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2.8 Sociologicaì aspects

RosenÞfo.ck pointed out that the next twenty years wìl'l no

doubt prrovide us with a very rapid technical development,

comparabìe to the one in Great Britain in the ear'ly nineteenth

century. Then machines replaced some of the human muscle

power. Now machines wili replace some of the human'mental
power. l¡Jhen a rapid development takes place we have many

opportunities for. making choíces. Ì^le should take care of
these opportunities and influence the development.

Rosenbrock po'ints to many historical analogues and the

main message of his talk is the following. l^Je should make

the choices so that the machines (computers and the like)
develope into tools for humans. The human (computer operator)

should feel that he is in full control of the machine and

able to use it to enhance the effects of his skills. The

machine should not develope into a device whìch replaces

human skills and requires humans only for servicing 'it.
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